
Website set-up to hold David Suzuki accountable

November 6, 2013 — BC Blue 

You have to love this website which features videos from Sun News’ Ezra Levant’s show exposing 
CBC’s David Suzuki as a hypocritical fraud, a section devoted to his nutbar pseudoscience and includes 
a petition for people to sign:

◦ To downsize from your 8 million dollar, doublelot, seaside mansion to a normalsized home;

◦ To reclaim your other three homes, and plant them with carbonabsorbing trees and mosses and 
lichens;

◦ To appear at your public events by videoconference, instead of jetting to the events across the 
country and around the world;

◦ To bicycle, not take chauffeured vehicles;
◦ To stop your creepy and sexist demands for female bodyguards to escort you in our schools;
◦ To speak to Canadian students altruistically, not charge $41,000 fees;
◦ And, to stop pretending you’re the victim, when in fact you’re the bully;

◦ In short, to live like you believe what you’re preaching (see here)

In your face Suzuki.
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4 Responses to “Website set-up to hold David Suzuki accountable”

ohboy Says:
November 6, 2013 at 6:14 PM

BC Blue: One BC Conservative's view on it all…

It seems you've found a good price.

We can't find this product for less.
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Reply
Ontario Girl Says:
November 6, 2013 at 7:28 PM

What a fraud…an oversexed old coot in his “Shades”. His days are numbered since Ezra showed us 
what a no nothing jerk he is.

Reply
Bubba Brown Says:

November 7, 2013 at 7:22 AM
Thank you for putting this up David Suzuki has gotten a free ride for way too long.

Reply
Michael Harkov Says:

November 7, 2013 at 8:19 AM
It is a nice thought. However, the thing about one being held accountable is that one also has to be 
credible. Since Suzuki is hardly the latter the former is impossible.

Reply

Norah G Fon Says: Your comment is awaiting moderation.
November 7, 2013 at 3:52 PM
SUZUKI WILL NOT BE ADMIRED FOR LONG

Observers have suggested that David Suzuki hates people, and could not care less about the 

consequences of the misinformation he provides. According to reports, Suzuki does not hate all 
people, and seems to like pretty females who serve as his bodyguards. However, David Suzuki has 
provided reasons for believing that he hates people, at least certain types ― Suzuki hates everyone in 
the lawn care industry, and has destroyed it by ruining businesses and putting people out of work. 

Suzuki hates golfers and despises the game of golf. Suzuki hates his fans by staring at them 
woodenly with icy silence. Suzuki hates humans because he believes they are maggots. Suzuki hates 
Santa Claus and ruins Christmas for children. In public, Suzuki uses profanity against those people 
he does not like, and seems so angry that they are afraid that he was going to hit them. Suzuki 

forgets that the price of greatness, as a celebrity, is responsibility. For the whole truth about DAVID 
SUZUKI, please go to the following links … http://wp.me/p1jq4066Q http://wp.me/P1jq4021m
http://wp.me/p1jq407oz WILLIAM H. GATHERCOLE AND NORAH G http://pesticidetruths.com/
http://wp.me/P1jq402rr
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« BC Liberal riding president calls Romas in Canada “thieves”

Trudeau’s sexist $250 Ladies Cocktail event »
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Blog at WordPress.com. The Garland Theme. 
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